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The present invention relates to a device for 
cleaning teeth, Which can also be employed for 

i massaging the gums. 
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Hitherto, there have been used for cleaning 
teeth both mechanical devices, such as brushes 
and the like, and chemical means, such as tooth 
pastes and the like. Bristle brushes have great 
draWbacks and are apt to cause considerable 
harm; they Wound the gums and Wear down the 
dental enamel, and hardly at all fulfil their in 
tended purpose. The bristles used for making 
the brushes are coarse and stiff; in use they have 
a streaky action and they scratch and prick; 
they do not polish, but have a Wearing action 
upOn the dental enanel. The bristles give rise 
to Scratches and prickS in the gum, and, Since 
they are carriers of bacteria, the latter are 
scratched or pricked into the gum and cause in 
fection, suppurations, and para dentitis. 

It has also been proposed touse Very soft Wood 
Which has been impregnated. This Wood has the 
great diSadVantage that it Splinters, and breaks 
under Very light pressure and thus can not fulfil 
the purpose intended. 
Chemical means, Such as toothpastes and the 

like, cannot be brought into intimate contact 
With the teeth by brushes, and still less into in 
timate contact With the fissures in the teeth. 
The action is merely streaky and Short, and it 
is not possible to press firmly upon and to polish 
each separate tooth, since intimate contact With 
the tooth cannot be established at all. Also, sep 
arate parts of One tooth cannot receive Special 
treatment by this means, and Where these means 
are employed fresh Water is necessary for clean 
ing the teeth. 
The object of the present inVention is to re 

move this draWback and other drawbacks in the 
means hitherto used. According to the present 
invention, this object is achieved by means of a 
Small rod consisting of organic fibres Secured With 
a binding medium Which is Soluble in Saliva. The 
binding medium can adVantageOulsly consist of 
bacteria destroying material. The rod itSelf is 
so manufactured as to be sterile, and remain 
sterile. When this rod is used, the fibres therein 
are liberated by the Saliva, due to Solution of the 
binding agent, and there is formed a close fit 
tingbunch offibres or a tight fine fibred pencil or 
brush, Which becOmes renewed daily until, after 
a lengthy period, the entire rod is used Up. Thus 
the brush is forned automatically. The fibre 
brush can be rubbed on the surface of any tooth 
With any desired pressure, and Will adapt itself 
intimately to the Surface, the fibres entering into 
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the fissures. Even With strong pressure, there 
occurs neither a Wearing of the dental enamel 
nor an injury to the gum, and it is possible to 
give Special treatment to each individual tooth. 
The fibres themselves are always completely im 
pregnated With the binding agent, Which acts as 
a disinfectant; they do not carry or transfer 
bacteria to the tooth or the gum. When rubbed 
oVer the Space between teeth there is formed a 
Wedge shaped pencil (see Fig. 1) Which removes 
food remnantS therefrom and cleans and polishes 
the side Surfaces of the teeth. The pencil or 
brush is formed at every point Where the rod is 
rubbed on the tooth. Thus there is formed at 
the end of the brush the end pencil (see Fig. 3). 
When the rod has to be held obliquely there is 
is forned the Side pencil (See Fig. 9). Since in 
practice the rod must be rubbed both at the end 
and also obliquely at its edge, there is formed. 
the end and Side pencil (See Fig. 10). AS the 
fibrous material there may be used Wood fibre and 
as the binding ordisinfecting medium, boric acid. 
When Wood fibres are employed, they are prefer 
ably freed from certain materials Which impair 
the durability and the action, e.g. lignin in order 
that the fibres may be absolutely free from splin 
ters, and in Order to preclude any harm to the 
teeth and injury to the gums; apart from that, 
they are resistant to breaking. 
The invention is more particularly described 

With reference to the examples of construction 
shoWn diagrammatically in the accompanying 
draWing, in Which: 

Figs. 1 and 2 shoW a first example in side ele 
vation and in cross Section. 

FigS. 3 and 4 ShoW in Side elevation and in CrOSS 
secion a rod haVing a round CrOSS section. 

Figs. 5 and 6 show a third example in side ele 
vation, partly in section and partly in CrOSS sec 
tiOn. 

FigS. 7 and 8 show tWo WayS in Which the 
brush is formed When the pencil is used. 
The rod , shoWn in Figs. 1 and 2 consists of 

Wood fibres and boric acid. It is of advantage to 
manufacture the rOd i in the folloWing manner: 
Conifer branches are cleanSed and crushed 

mechanically and then boiled in Water for a 
fairly long time under a presSure of 300 atmos 
pheres. Thirty parts by Weight of sulphanilic 
acid are added to the Water in Order that the 
fibres may be completely liberated. When this 
has been done, the Water is removed and the 
fibrous mass is Washed Out untilit is pure, and 
dried. The fibres are now again boiled in 10% 
boric acid solution, and the mixture concentrated 
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and dried. This mass is then pressed into a 
solid rod under a pressure of 2,000 atmospheres. 

Instead of conifer fibres, fibre-containing Vege 
table material of all kinds may be used as the 
basic substance. 
The boiling of the conifer fibres gets rid of 

these materials, especially lignin, Which beconnes 
disadvantageous for the effective action of the 
rod, The hardneSS of the rod corresponds to the 
magnitude of the pressure used for compressing. 
Instead of a Square cross Section, a rectangular 
cross section, or, as in Figs. 3 and 4, a round 
cross section, could be selected. For combining 
the fibres and boric acid, variations cantake 
place Within very Wide limits. A comparatively 
large amount of binding medium is used. The 
fibres themselves can be made of any desired 
fineness, So that it is of advantage to use com 
paratiVely fine and Soft fibres Which cannot in 
any circumstance injure the gum. The fibre 
pencil 2 of the rubbing surface gives an extreme 
ly effective and soft Working Surface, With Which 
each tooth can be treated individually With re 
gard to itS flat Surface and thus thoroughly 
cleaned and polished. The fibre pencil or fibre 
brush 2 conforms fully to the curves of the tooth 
and there is formed in the rubbing surface a 
tooth negative of Which the fibres penetrate into 
the fissures in the tooth itSelf and polishing them. 
The Same thing occurs in the gaps betWeen the 
teeth, Wherethere is formed at the rubbing Sur 
face firm Wedged shaped pencil Which cleans and 
polishes the sides of the teeth. The entire bundle 
of fibres being used alWays remains impregnated 
With disinfecting media. These disinfecting 
media thus come into intimate contact With the 
Surface of the teeth during rubbing, in contrast 
With the bristles of tooth brushes, Which only 
paSS Over the said surfaces, only touch single 
partS, and cannot fulfill the intended purpose. 
A tooth brush is also not capable of treating 
each Separate tooth in an organised manner, but 
moVes aimlessly around in the mouth on the 
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teeth and the gum, since despite many instruc 
tions from doctors, it is not possible to direct a 
tooth brush to the desired place on an individual 
tooth. 

In Figs. 5 and 6 the rod lis Surrounded With 
an outer covering 3 of disinfectant materials. 
The thickness of this coating can be made aS 
desired, So that more or less of the disinfectant 
can be transferred to the tooth and the gum ac 
cording to the particular proportions. 
This form of construction renders it possible 

not only to use extremely effective Supply Wood 
fibres, but also simultaneously most effective dis 
infectants, Whereby there exists the certainty 
that the latter Will also be rubbed on to the en 
tire surface of the tooth. 
What I Wish to claim and Secure by U.S. Let 

terS Patentis: 
1. An element intended for cleaning teeth and 

for massaging the gum, said element having the 
form of a rod and consisting of Substantially 
longitudinally extending Wood fibre threads, and 
a binder of boric acid, the Whole being compacted 
under sufficient pressure to combine the elementS 
in stick form, Said fibres being suitably stiff and 
haVing the property When in use, of coming apart 
and erecting them Selves at the rubbing Surface 
in the form of a, brush after the binding agent 
has been dissolved in the saliva. 

2. An element intended for cleaning teeth and 
formaSSaging the gum, Said element haVing the 
form of a rod and consisting of Substantially lon 
gitudinally extending Wood fibre threads, and a 
binder of boric acid, the Whole being compacted 
under a pressure of approximately 2000 atmos-, 
pheres to combine the element:S in Stick form, 
Said fibres being Suitably stiff and haVing the 
property When in use, of coming apart and erect 
ing themselves at the rubbing Surface in the 
form of a brush after the binding agent has been 
dissolved in the Saliva. 
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